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New Regionalisms and Radical Identity Formation in Latin America: Towards an “Alter-Global” Paradigm EFE CAN GÜRCAN1 University of Montréal, Canada Abstract The post-Cold War period has witnessed the simultaneous emergence of a new trend of regionalism and a radicalized form of identity politics in Latin America, in parallel with the rise of numerous new left governments and alter-globalist social movements confronting neo-liberalism. In fact, the globalization of this continental struggle through a new trend of regionalism is a process which illustrates the fact that in today’s world, national, regional and global identities are complexly entwined beyond “wellestablished” dichotomies such as nationalism-cosmopolitanism. This paper suggests that regionalism could be an efficient tool to promote the formation of new collective identities at the global level by linking social struggles at the national level to the global resistance movement against neo-liberalism, as observed in the current Latin American experience of new regionalism. The first part of the paper would attempt to explain the actual significance of regionalism and the challenge of “identity formations” under globalization, and would develop an alternative theoretical approach based on Mittelman’s underrated concept of “transformative regionalism” (2004), besides elaborating the basic premises of the New Regionalism School. In turn, the second part would discuss the transformative potential of the new Latin American regionalisms through the involvement of social movements, mostly based on the experience of ALBA, but not without mentioning also the experience of TELESUR, UNASUR and Bank of the South. Finally, the concluding parts would deal with alternative policy recommendations and the emerging research agenda of new regionalism in Latin America, with a special focus on the case of the rising food sovereignty (globalization of peasant identities) and counter-hegemonic mass education movements (the “HEFA regime”) within the context of “radical identity formation”. Thereby, the paper attempts to explain how local identities could intertwine with radical projects of regional identity formation so as to develop globally “new collective identities” with an advocacy for “democratic globalization”.
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Introduction: New Regionalisms and Radical Identity Formation in Latin America From a critical globalization perspective, one could state that the early 21th century is mainly shaped by three successive developments: “the failure of neo-liberalism, the crisis of the East Asian export-led growth model and Latin American efforts to advance an alternative regional development strategy” (Hart-Landsberg, 2009, par. 1). In parallel with what Hart-Landsberg argues, the emergence of a new Latin American regionalist initiative expresses itself as a direct outcome of the loss of capitalism’s credibility in its “both free-market and state-directed forms” 1
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under neo-liberalism (2009, par. 5). Latin America, as “the first test subject of neo-liberalism” was considered to be at “the center of the so-called neo-liberal revolution” (Kellogg, 2007, p. 187) and to have been experienced the “most pernicious form of neo-liberalism” (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, p. 27). However, this region has now become “the cutting edge of struggles worldwide against neo-liberalism” (Robinson, 2008, p. 1). Therefore, not surprisingly, the new Latin American regionalism appears to be a major constituent of the alter-globalist resistance against neo-liberalism at the present day, engendering a new process of radical identity formation. The emergence of a new Latin American trend of regionalism and regional identity formation has inevitably sound implications for area studies in Latin America and the Caribbean, generating a new study agenda of regionalism and identities which is remarkably rich in discussion. Intense discussions of the 1990s on the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR) have been considerably expanded following the consecutive emergence of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA), The New Television Station of the South (TELESUR), Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) and Bank of the South. This development reflects the “plurality” of different regionalization processes, tools and models that rely on different scales of radical identity formations at local, national and regional levels in Latin America. This societal, rather than “institutional” phenomenon represents a new wave of regionalism, replacing the outdated post-Cold War regionalism under neo-liberalism. Accordingly, the paper aims at indicating newly emerging research opportunities in the study of interactions between different supra-individual identities and at developing an alternative theoretical framework for future researches from the lenses of regionalism studies, as well as contributing to current efforts for policy recommendation on challenges raised by multiple facets of identities in social, economical and political contexts. This paper attempts to go beyond the conventional understanding of regionalism and identities, and to focus on understanding the current process of regionalization and its existing challenges such as the role of the social movements and the “transformative capacity” of other existing social agencies. The main hypothesis of the paper is that, as opposed to former regionalisms framed by Western-centric biases overemphasizing stability, hegemony, elitism, economism and security; newly emerging Latin American regionalisms promote deep socio-cultural, pluralistic and democratic transformations which go beyond the hegemonic limitations of acute security concerns, authoritarian forms of identity politics, and an overrated obsession of economic integration. This trend confronts the conventional understanding of regionalism which is conceived as a top-down process led by regional elites and backed by hegemonic politics. This paper suggests that regionalism could be an efficient tool to promote the formation of new collective identities at the global level by linking social struggles at the national level to the global resistance movement against neo-liberalism, as observed in the current Latin American experience of new regionalism. The first part of the paper will attempt to explain the actual significance of regionalism and the challenge of “identity formations” under globalization, and will develop an alternative theoretical approach based on Mittelman’s underrated concept of “transformative regionalism” (2004), besides elaborating the basic premises of the New Regionalism School. In turn, the second part will discuss the transformative potential of the new Latin American regionalisms through the involvement of social movements, mostly based on the experience of ALBA, but not without mentioning also the experience of TELESUR, UNASUR and Bank of the South. Finally, the third part will deal with alternative policy recommendations and the emerging research agenda of new regionalism in Latin America, with a special focus on the case of the rising food sovereignty (the alter-globalization of peasant identities) and counter-hegemonic mass education movements (the “HEFA regime”) within the context of “radical identity formation”. Thereby, the paper attempts to explain how national identities could intertwine with radical projects of regional identity formation so as to develop “new global identities” with an advocacy for “democratic globalization”.
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New Regionalism Studies and the Relevance of the Transformative Regionalism Approach for Latin America Peter J. Katzenstein, in his popular work entitled World of Regions which considerably shaped the regionalism studies of the post-Cold War period in the 2000s, proposed a regionalist understanding of today’s world affairs, claiming that the authority of nation-states has been reinserted in the process of globalization through a growing global tendency named “internationalization” (2005, p. 18). According to Katzenstein, one could not talk about the absolute decline of nationstates, but the continuing importance and reconstitution of the power of states thanks to the internationalization process during which nation-states are “reaffirmed” as the basic actors of the international system (2005, pp. 16-18). Katzenstein argues that the inter-capitalist competition and the collapse of the socialist system have reinforced regional politics, and consequently, the 1990s have witnessed “an explosion of regional initiatives” and of regional trade agreements (pp. 22-24). As an outcome, regions have become a “substantially more important venue of conflict and cooperation than in the past” (p. 24). Katzenstein claims that in the 2000s, especially since the onset of the so-called “war on terror”, “regionalism has matured and is now in plain sight” (p. 42). The thesis of Katzenstein’s work relies on two major premises. The first premise consists of the fact that we live in a world of porous regions shaped by two intertwined, cumulative and interactive processes called globalization and internationalization which coexist, reinforce and complement each other (Katzenstein, 2005, pp. 21, 30, 35). The second major premise defends that our world of regions is shaped and organized by the U.S. Imperium (2005, p. ix). Katzenstein does not even hesitate to emphasize that “our contemporary world does not float freely” (p. 208) and it is “embedded deeply in an American imperium” (p. 1). Based on these premises, he further states that “the new economic regionalism is occurring at the center of the Americas” (p. 228). On the other hand, Katzenstein asserts that since “regions are not only geographically given but also politically made” (p. 86), national, sub-national and local identities tend to complement regional identities (p. 76). In a similar manner, he points out regional identities do not tend to replace national identities, but represent an important catalyst which contributes to the further evolution of micro-identities (p. 77). Broadly speaking, Katzenstein Western-centric account tends to privilege the Western hegemony and its “stabilizing” role in the Global South through regionalism, with an overemphasis on economism and security issues. Regionalism is understood by Katzenstein not as a vehicle of progressive transformation, but as a hegemonic instrument of the U.S. which aims primarily to “stabilize” the so-called “porous regions” of the world. However, his recognition of the importance of identity issues within the regions represents an important anchor for future efforts to avoid the domination of the economist, statist and even Western-centric arguments in regionalism studies. The proponents of new regionalism tend to agree with Katzenstein’s first major premise insofar as “globalization and regionalization can occur simultaneously” and they are complementary to each other (Boas, Marchand & Shaw, 2005, p. 3). In addition, many proponents recognize Katzenstein’s argument on the importance of identity issues. However, while agreeing mostly with Katzenstein’s general premises on the growing importance of regions, regionalisms and identity issues, they rise to notice the necessity of redefining regionalism and deepening of the analysis of identity politics (Boas, Marchand & Shaw, 2005). New regionalists such as Gamble and Payne (1996) seem to disagree with Katzenstein by arguing that regionalism is an expression of the declining U.S. hegemony. However, they insist on the same old argument that new regionalism is nothing but an elite-driven response to the post-Cold War order as a form of adjustment to neo-liberalism (quoted in Nordhaug, 2005, pp. 75-76). In a similar way, Hettne (2003, pp. 359-369) associates the growing new regionalism with the emergence of the multipolarity and neo-mercantilism, and openly disagrees
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with Katzenstein that independently of the U.S. imperium, new regionalism corresponds to a spontaneous and multidimensional process, in contrast to the Cold War regionalism imposed by the super-powers. Finally, new regionalists such as Boas, Marchand and Shaw (2005, p. 11) oppose the orthodox account of regionalism which overemphasizes the role of formal and institutional agencies, insisting that regionalism “is not necessarily a state-led process” (p. 1). Rather, they concentrate on the “plurality of regionalisms” and cultural implications of the new regionalism based on concepts such as “governmentality”, “identities”, “informal agencies” and “networks” (Boas, Marchand & Shaw, 2005, pp. 6, 11). According to Boas, Marchand and Shaw (2005, p.9), the articulation of micro- and macro-regional identities which also involves “regional transnationalized indigenous identities” is very critical to the study of contemporary regionalisms. In other words, it is very important to recognize the cultural aspects of regionalisms which go beyond the state in stimulating a common sense of belonging and shared responsibility (Boas, Marchand & Shaw, 2005, p. 173). On the other hand, alter-globalist regionalists such as Mittelman (2004) also associate regionalism with globalization, similarly to the post-Cold War regionalism. However, their point of departure differs from other new regionalist accounts in terms of their alter-globalist subjectivism which privileges the role of ideology and knowledge (Mittelman, 2004, pp. 3, 97-98). Mittelman (2000, pp. 165, 167) views globalization as a hegemonic project from a Gramscian perspective, and concentrates his efforts to capture focal points of counter-hegemonic resistance which is on the rise. According to Mittelman, the global resistance “centers on reterritorialization” (Mittelman, 2004, p. 20). Consequently, new regionalism which is nothing but an articulation of this “reterritorialization” constitutes “both a component of and response to globalization” (Mittelman, 2000, p. 227), hence the importance of new strategies of resistance based on “transformative regionalism”. For Mittelman (1996, p. 208), the term “transformative regionalism” implies a bottom-upward strategy of alter-globalist and counter-hegemonic resistance which rests on the strength of self-government and mobilization of the civil society and social movements, but which does not exclude the role of the state as an active agent of development and integration. Mittelman (2004, p. 5) considers globalization “as a syndrome of processes” which relies upon a “triangulated structure” of global division of labor and power, new regionalism and resistance politics of social movements. The global division of power and labor constitutes the anatomy of the global “triangulated structure”. In parallel, the bottom-upward strategy of alter-globalism consists of radically transforming this anatomy from below, i.e. by relying upon the resistance of social movements which would lead the regionalization process in order to be able to transform the global division of power and labor. Inventing counter-hegemonic representations, creating a new common sense, propagating critical knowledge so as to challenge pre-given representations and the existing common-sense lie at the heart of this multiphase strategy of transforming the global division of power and labor from below (Mittelman, 2004, p. 98). According to Mittelman (2000), new strategies of social transformation should take into account the emergence of politics of identity as a consequence of the global restructuring of the division of labor and power in the 21st century. While, on the one hand, globalization centralizes wealth and power, on the other, it also tends to decentralize social activities and to fragment identities in terms of race, ethnicity, religion and gender (Mittelman, 2000, p. 23). The global restructuring of the division of labor and power in the 21st century involves the fragmentation of labor into different identities (Mittelman, 2000, pp. 46, 60-61). For Mittelman (2000, p. 61), this engenders a highly paradoxical situation: While capital and markets are increasingly globalized, labor is more and more segmented. In Mittelman’s view (2000, p. 72), as a consequence of a globalized production process, identities are not solely state-based but re-imagined as transnational constructions. However, this fragmentation largely takes place in the realm of leisure, i.e., in the communities or household,
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and in activities such as sports, neighborhood associations and festivals (Mittelman, 2000, p. 46). In order to eradicate the fragmentation effect of the neo-liberal production process, Mittelman suggests formulating a counter-hegemonic strategy of cultural resistance. As he states, this strategy consists of “forging a political culture of resistance – a counter-hegemony – and organizing a countermovement”, and it should aim “toward a reinvention of the interactions between production and identity” (Mittelman, 2000, p. 57). Therefore, in Mittelman’s language, transformative regionalism constitutes a solid ground to start a counter-hegemonic project for the construction of new collective identities in favor of a “democratic globalization” and in opposition to the authoritarian forms of identity politics under neo-liberalism (Mittelman, 2000, pp. 59, 95). As opposed to neo-liberalism which limits the power of state and further impoverishes the subordinated classes, this alternative project requires “a strong state permitting broad access to power and a vibrant civil society pressing for democratic politics” (Mittelman, 2000, p. 95). In this manner, the formation of new collective identities at the local and national levels could only be reflected into the regional and even global level through transformative regionalism which advocates an alter-globalization from below. One could state that transformative regionalism engenders a process of “radical identity formation” promoting the plurality cultures both in the region and in the world, while opposing “authoritarian forms of identity formation” under neo-liberalism which tend to impoverish the subaltern classes. It seems that among all of these previous approaches, the one that Mittelman proposes could entirely capture the contemporary Latin American reality. Primo, as opposed to Katzenstein’s optimist approach in favor of the U.S., newly rising Latin American regionalisms are substantially far from being dependent upon the so-called U.S. imperium. Secundo, although new regionalists such as Gamble and Payne recognize the implications of the decline of the U.S. hegemony in the formation of the post-Cold War regionalism, they still consider regionalism as a top-down process in terms of neo-liberal adjustments. However, Mittelman prefers to stress the grassroots dynamics of regionalism which tend to be in favor of the social change, in parallel with what is now observed in Latin American in the context of ALBA. Tertio, despite that fact that new regionalists such as Hettne oppose Katzenstein conventional view regionalism is a highly dependent process upon the U.S., they fail to surpass the Western-centric and elitist biases, replacing the U.S. with the neo-mercantilist and elitist model example of Europe. However, while old initiatives of the 1990s such as MERCOSUR took the European regionalism as a model example, new initiatives such as ALBA emphasize the original character of Latin American region. Quarto, new regionalists such as Boas, Marchand and Shaw tend to overemphasize the informal processes of regionalism which do not prevail in the new Latin American reality, despite their merit of embracing the cultural implications of new regionalism. In contrast, Mittelman states that transformative regionalism does not rely upon a dualism between states and informal agencies, but promotes a close coordination between different social agencies. Similarly, the ALBA experience consists of the alliance of strong states with transnational social movements such as La Via Campesina. Finally, although many regionalist accounts give reference to the importance of identity politics, Mittelman views the politics of identity at the center of social transformation as the catalyst for the construction of a regional and global counter-hegemony. This is very much in parallel with the ALBA experience which embraces indigenous demands and cultural concerns of the subaltern classes. Mittelman, in his book entitled the Globalization Syndrome (2000), specifies that transformative regionalism was still in its embryonic phase as an emerging tendency. But recent developments in Latin America indicate that transformative regionalism has henceforth completed its initial phase, gaining a more concrete existence. Therefore, under this conjuncture, to develop the scope of Mittelman’s approach with new researches and case studies has become a greater challenge.
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The Anatomy of New Regionalisms in Latin America The Clash of Regionalisms The Latin American regionalism is built on a long historical heritage which reflects the contentious past of the continent. As from the beginnings, the Latin American regionalism was divided into two rival visions (Bull, 2005, p. 13): the Latin American project symbolized in the heritage of Simón Bolívar, and the U.S. vision which originates in the famous Monroe Doctrine and which is often associated with the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). In fact, the foundations of the Bolívarian Latin American regionalism have been laid by Francisco de Miranda who proposed the concept of “Patria Grande”. He strived for a federation of Latin American countries, as expressed in his Plan for a Free and Independent Government of Southern America which was written in 1790. As opposed to Miranda’s efforts, in 1889, the U.S. convened the First pan-American Conference and proposed a League of American Republics that José Martí qualified as a sign of the U.S. expansionism (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, p. 253). On the other hand, the genuine Latin American regionalism of the 20th century which preserved the anti-expansionist tradition of Miranda, Bolívar and Martí has been symbolized in the struggle of Augusto Cesar Sandino’s who waged an armed struggle against the U.S. marines and proposed his Plan of Implementation of Bolívar’s Supreme Dream against the U.S. expansionism in 1929 (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, p. 253). The tension between two competing visions of regionalism (expansionists and antiexpansionists) also continued in the 21th century. Following the Cold War, mainstream regionalists were eager to declare the victory of the U.S. vision of regionalism in the continent. However, as De La Barra and Dello Buono state, the Latin American nations have reached a critical nodal point in the first decade of the 21th century. The failure of neo-liberalism, rise of the new social movements, accession to power of leftist governments and decline of the U.S. hegemony have exposed the crisis of the “actually existing” integration model in Latin America (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, pp. 250-251). The “actually existing” integration model which imposes the U.S. vision of regionalism consisted essentially of an elite-driven neo-liberal integration scheme (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, p. xxiv) which was disconnected from popular politics and which, according to some observers, also include MERCOSUR (Common Market of the South) (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, p. 249; Kozloff, 2008, p. 55). Although MERCOSUR formally differs from conventional regional projects such as the FTTA in terms of its social dimensions, one could not deny the fact that MERCOSUR does not represent a substantial rupture from the neo-liberal model. As such, it would be inappropriate to include this organization to the new trend of regionalisms in Latin America which is characterized by its “transformative” nature. First of all, as modeled on the European Union (Kellogg, 2007, pp. 195-196), MERCOSUR does not fit the model of transformative regionalism which opposes Eurocentrism. Secondly, the transformative regionalism necessitates the participation of social movements in the process, which is unobservable in the case of MERCOSUR.



ALBA and TELESUR: Transformative Regionalism in Motion It would not be an exaggeration to claim that the foundation of ALBA has opened a brand new era for future researches on critical regionalism. In terms of its unusual structure, popular dynamics and innovative mechanism, ALBA represents a great exception in the history of regionalism. However, it is surprising to observe that so far, the affinity of the critical regionalists for the recent achievements of ALBA was surprisingly low, considering the lack of innovative and
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comprehensive researches on this topic. Six years after its foundation, the argument that the future of ALBA still remains undetermined has become outdated, as an excuse to delay the publication of such comprehensive researches. In our time, the ALBA experience not only develops the praxis of regionalism, but also enriches the theory of regionalism in multiple ways. In this direction, it is noteworthy to stress that this situation provides a great opportunity for testing and further developing Mittelman’s approach of “transformative regionalism”. The origins of ALBA go back to 2001 during which various Latin American states, trade unions and social movements explicitly reacted against the crisis of the “actually existing” integration model and rejected the U.S. vision of hegemonic regionalism by firstly attempting to ban the FTAA. This process has resulted in the official foundation of ALBA in 2004 with the initiative of Cuba and Venezuela. The ALBA initiative now embraces many other Latin American states such as Bolivia, Nicaragua, Ecuador, Dominica, Antigua and Barbuda, and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, not without mentioning the observer states such as Grenada, Haiti, Paraguay and Uruguay. In Mittelman’s terms, the “transformative” capacity of ALBA has been already reflected in its main objectives: • To promote trade and investment based on cooperation and with the aim of improving people’s life, not making profits, • To promote cooperation for free healthcare and education, • To integrate the energy sectors to meet people’s needs, • To create an alternative media to promote the Latin American identity and counterbalance the US hegemony and neo-liberal media, • To ensure land distribution and food security, • To develop state-owned corporations, • To develop basic industries to ensure the economic independence of member states, • To promote workers’ movements, student movements and social movements, • To promote environmentally friendly projects (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, p. 255). As De La Barra & Dello Bruno (2009) emphasize, in terms of its objectives, guiding principles and achievements, ALBA substantially differs from other regional projects such as MERCOSUR, Andean Community (CAN) and Caribbean Community (CARICOM). The transformative and counter-hegemonic context of ALBA words itself to a large extent through its internal organizational structure which enables the direct participation of social movements in the regionalization process. As known, the core structure of ALBA is composed of three councils: Council of Presidents, Council of Ministers and Council of Social Movements. While the Council of Presidents is directly responsible of the political orientation of ALBA as the highest body, the Council of Ministers which is composed of the Political, Social and Economic Councils assumes the role of elaborating proposals and projects, similar to the role played by the Council of Social Movements (Muhr, 2010b, pp. 19-20). As to the Council of Social Movements, through this council which focuses mostly on socio-economic and cultural issues such as land distribution, free healthcare, free education and food security, largest social movements in Latin America like the Landless Workers’ Movement (MST) and Via Campesina are able to participate to the regionalization process, embodying and oversighting the work of the two other councils (Muhr, 2010b, pp. 20). The Council of Social Movements assumes the role of elaborating collaboration programmes with social organizations in non-ALBA countries, besides supporting the work of the Program Grannacionales (Muhr, 2010b, p. 20). This council also ensures the radical representation of different of identities in the continent. The distinctive feature of the council is that it relies on the principle of direct democracy, while the structure of the Council of Presidents and the Council of Ministers is based on the principle of participatory democracy (Muhr, 2010b, p. 19). It is noteworthy to add that in terms of counter-hegemony and
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radical identity formation, the internal structure of ALBA is shaped by new instruments of change such as the ALBA Houses, i.e. the cultural centers of ALBA, and the ALBA Cultural Fond aiming at sustaining a regional network of publishers, art education, art events and cultural centers (De La Barra & Dello Bruno, 2009, pp. 255-257). In Williams’ view (2009), the fundamental architecture of ALBA is comprised of three major components: Grannacionales, the PTAs and the Bank of the ALBA (59). In Mittelman’s language, their contribution to the transformation of the global division of labor in favor of the oppressed is considerably significant. According to Williams (2009, p. 60), Grannacionales refer to inter-state programs and joint-ventures for the provision of basic human services such as education and healthcare and development of basic industries such as food, industry, petrochemicals and steel. The strategic aim of Grannacionales consists of “establishing lateral linkages between countries so as to maximize employment opportunities and the overall development of ALBA nations” (Williams 2009, p. 61). Grannacionales could be divided into two categories. While programs such as ALBA Health and ALBA Education could be considered under the heading of Program Grannacionales (or Project Grannacionales); companies such as ALBA Transportation and ALBA trade could be categorized under Company Grannacionales. Although Grannacionales are collectively (bilaterally, trilaterally or multilaterally) owned, in principle, 51% of the generated revenue goes to the host country (Williams, 2009, p. 60). According to Muhr (2010b, pp. 1, 17), Grannacionales constitute the key players of the “counter-hegemonic” and “revolutionary governance structure” of ALBA. ALBA does not consider trade and investment as an end in itself, but as instruments to promote sustainable and fair development, taking into account the interest of those who are most affected by neo-liberal policies. In this direction, the creation of the Peoples’ Trade Agreements (PTAs) as a new type of treaty and an alternative to the Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) represents a remarkable achievement (De La Barra and Dello Bruno, 2009, p. 256). As defined by Williams, the PTAs refer to “trade initiatives comprised of bartering arrangements that capitalize on each country’s comparative advantage” (Williams, 2009, p. 64). The essence of the PTAs consists of ensuring mutual benefit, employment expansion, access to markets and resources conservation. Moreover, the PTAs are also able to provide proper mechanisms to develop Grannacionales (Williams, 2009, p. 65). Under the PTAs, the essence of the trade does not rely upon the competition for the market share, but rather prioritizes “bartering arrangements based on beneficial and productive complementation with special and preferential treatment for less developed nations” (Williams, 2009, p. 74). In contrast to the neo-liberal free trade arrangements, bartering agreements ensure exchange by ending the reign of market forces. Most importantly, the PTAs tend not to sacrifice the national sovereignty in the name of expansion by ensuring the right of states to regulate tariffs, subsidies and price controls (Williams, 2009, p. 74). The Bank of ALBA which is created in 2008 with a capital more than $1 billion represents the third pillar of the ALBA architecture. This bank aims at establishing a new financial structure to promote sustainable economic and human development and to foster the regional integration process (Williams, 2009, p. 66). Therefore, the bank provides funds for multiple regional projects which also include Grannacionales. As such, the Bank fosters infrastructural, educational, sociocultural and health developments through low cost credits with flexible repayment and without conditionality. In contrast to the undemocratic internal mechanism of the neo-liberal financial institutions, each member is equally represented in the decision making process of the Bank (Williams, 2009, p. 67). Within the framework of ALBA cooperation, Cuba has sent 30.000 doctors and teachers to Venezuela, and helped to build thousands of clinics and schools in order to pull millions of people out of illiteracy and to provide them provide free health care (Hattingh, 2008, par. 8). As Hattingh (2008, pars. 9-10) mentions, ALBA helped Bolivia to expand its public schools and hospitals, to
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develop its soy industry and to upgrade its gas sector to consolidate its energetic self-sufficiency. Similarly, a similar kind of socio-cultural and economic transformation has been largely promoted also in countries such as Nicaragua, Haiti and the Dominican Republic (Hattingh, 2008, pars. 11-12). The transformative capacity of ALBA is clearly observed in the example of TELESUR, another regionalist initiative led by ALBA and created in 2005. TELESUR is qualified as the first multistate public-service television channel in the world (Burch, 2007, p. 227). As Burch mentions, the goal of TELESUR consists of “developing and implementing a hemispheric televised communications strategy, of world-wide reach, to promote and consolidate the progression of change and regional integration, as a tool in the battle of ideas against the hegemonic process of globalization” (Burch, 2007, p. 227). In conformity with the bottom-upward structure of ALBA, TELESUR has not neglected the importance of the role of social movements and radical identity formation in the regionalization process of Latin America. Accordingly, TELESUR has set up a “Latin American content factory” which compiles video production from a variety of sources, including community television, social movements and independent producers with an alternative content (Burch, 2007, p. 231). The transformative role of TELESUR in the new Latin American regionalization process appears to be more critical, considering the current structure of the Latin American media which suffers from a high level of concentration of ownership and a high level of content importation. Salö mentions that in 1996, 6 % of the total audiovisual imports to Latin America came from within the region as compared to 86 % of the imports which came from the U.S. In 1998, only 30 % of the TV programs originated from the region (Salö, 2007, p. 12). It is highly striking to observe that news about the region originate to a large extent from Western sources. In addition, less than one-third of the programs eventually originate from the region. While 70 % of the programming is imported, the U.S. contributes to the 62 % of the importation (Copley, 2005, par. 8). Under these circumstances, the role of TELESUR as a domestic and regional TV channel is critical in terms of socio-cultural transformation and radical identity formation in Latin America. In Mittelman’s language, TELESUR is a highly efficient instrument of radical identity formation and social transformation at inventing counter-hegemonic representations, creating a new common sense, propagating critical knowledge so as to challenge pre-given representations and the existing common-sense.



UNASUR and the Bank of the South: Regional transformation in slow motion The foundation of UNASUR in 2008 could be also considered as a major development in the emergence of transformative regionalism in Latin America. As Bennett specifies, this organization corresponds to an “outgrowth” of the South American Community of Nations which was created in 2004 as an extension of the Andean Community and MERCOSUR (Bennett, 2008). According to the Constitutive Treaty of UNASUR, the major aim of the organization consists of building “in a participatory and consensual manner, an integration and union among its peoples in the cultural, social, economic and political fields, prioritizing political dialogue, social policies, education, energy, infrastructure, financing and the environment, among others, with a view to eliminating socioeconomic inequality, in order to achieve social inclusion and participation of civil society , to strengthen democracy and reduce asymmetries within the framework of strengthening the sovereignty and independence of the States” (Zimmerman, 2008, par. 2). On the other hand, UNASUR, as an emerging initiative aiming at reducing the Latin American reliance on the U.S., has also attempted to establish a collective security mechanism in the region. In this direction, the South American Defense Council, considered as the “South American version of a NATO-style organism” was created under the umbrella of UNASUR (Jackson, 2009, p. 29).
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The Bank of the South which was created in 2007 constitutes another fundamental pillar of the UNASUR initiative, considered as a very first step towards a “New Financial Architecture” in Latin America (Ponsot, 2009, p. 1). In 2008, following the Ministerial Meetings in Montevideo, UNASUR announced that the subscribed capital of the Bank was $7 billion, while the authorized capital was $20 billion (Ortiz & Ugarteche, 2008, p. 4). Similar to the Bank of ALBA, this bank was presented as a radical alternative to the existing neo-liberal financial institutions. According to Hart-Landsberg (2009, par. 49), despite the fact that the agenda of the Bank of the South is much more limited as compared to that of the Bank of ALBA, its potential for the promotion of regional integration tends to be greater, since it includes most of Latin American countries. However, besides Brazil’s disinclination, the deepening of the global crisis has slowed down the process of regional financial integration through the Bank of the South. Towards a new research agenda? The case of food sovereignty and mass education movement in Latin America As noted previously, the emergence of a transformative and counter-hegemonic regionalism in Latin America provides a significant amount of material for future researches in various fields. In parallel, the revolutionary mass education and food sovereignty movements are two promising areas within the framework of the transformative regionalism approach. First of all, considering the transformative and hegemonic potential of the education, the new mass education movement in Latin America corresponds to a primary area of research. Secondly, the regionalization of food sovereignty in Latin America seems to be a quite relevant area for future researches in terms of the contribution of social movements to the regionalization process, given that the emergence of the food sovereignty movements in the Global South represents a brand new and promising topic in critical globalization and social movements studies. The “transformative” and “counter-hegemonic” implications of the regionalization of the mass education in Latin America have been brought to agenda by Thomas Muhr. Muhr (2010a, pp. 47-49) specifies that the origins of the regionalization of the mass education in Latin America, i.e. the emergence of the so-called “HEFA governance regime” leans upon the regionalization of the Venezuelan “Higher Education for All” (HEFA) rationale. According to Muhr, the key elements of the HEFA regime consist of “the development of the common ALBA basic and medium education curriculum, a set of own ALBA quality indicators; and the mutual recognition of titles or diplomas awarded by ALBA programmes, from which close to 14.000 higher education students benefited in 2009” (Muhr, 2010a, pp. 48-49). In the regionalization of the mass education within the ALBA members, the role of the ALBA Education Program Grannacionales is crucial. As Muhr (2010a, p. 48) mentions, the ALBA Education carried out the creation of numerous under-graduate and graduate programmes in medicine, education and oil geopolitics at the University of the Peoples of ALBA (UNIALBA) and the National Experimental University of the Peoples of the South (UNISUR). As described by Muhr (2010a, p. 48), UNIALBA is organized based on a satellite structure “with at least one ‘nodal’ university in each ALBA country”. On the other hand, UNISUR rests upon the existing Venezuelan educational infrastructure shaped by the Alma Mater Mission, a mission which aims at transforming Venezuela’s existing higher educational institutions and creating new institutions (Muhr, 2010a, p. 48). The Alma Mater Mission defines UNISUR as follows: “UNISUR is a Venezuelan university with an International profile oriented to solidarity-based cooperation, aimed at promoting the liberation and union of the Nations of the South through the development of education, research and social networking processes based on the recognition of political plurality and cultural diversity, the promotion of a pluri-polar, fair and supportive world, and the practice of an inclusive, transforming and liberating education” (Alma Mater Mission,
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2009, par. 1). Accordingly, the Mission emphasizes that UNISUR represents a “collective, peopleoriented, anti-hegemonic and revolutionary project” (Alma Mater Mission, 2009, par. 3). At this point, as a short reference to the “transformative regionalization” of the food sovereignty movements in Latin America which would be treated below, it is noteworthy to mention that the Latin American Agroecological Institute Paulo Freire (IALA) has been created within the framework of the Alma Mater Mission in collaboration with the Venezuelan government and two notorious social movements in the continent, MST and Via Campesina (Muhr, 2010a, p. 48). The term “food sovereignty” was developed in 1994 by Via Campesina, an international peasants’ organization which is also a major member of the Council of Social Movements of ALBA, shaping the agrarian policies of the Latin American regionalization. As declared in the Declaration of Nyeleni in 2007, the “food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their own food and agriculture systems” (The Nyeleni Declaration, 2007, par. 3). According to Bello (2009, pp. 136-137), the goal of self-sufficiency, the increasing role of state enterprises, cooperatives and small farmers in the agricultural production and the elimination of the rule of transnationals over the agricultural system are among the most fundamental principles of food sovereignty. In this regard, the ALBA integration challenges the rule of transnationals through the Grannacionales and accordingly prioritizes the role of state enterprises and cooperatives in the production process by also promoting the edification of food sovereignty in Latin America. In fact, the problem of food sovereignty is an increasingly alarming question for Latin America, considering the fact that there are 52 million hungry people in the continent, and the annual increase of the number of hungry people between 2008 and 2009 was 6 million (Marquez, 2009, par. 1). As a response to this challenge, in 2008, the ALBA members decided to launch a regional alliance against the global food crisis and to create a food security fund of $100 million (Venezuela World, 2008, par. 2), and they signed an Agreement for the Implementation of Cooperation Programmes in the area of Food Security and Food Sovereignty in order to promote the agro-industrial development for the production of cereals, leguminous, oilseeds, meats and milk (SELA, 2008, p. 4). In 2009, the members decided to create a supranational food company for the aim of “guaranteeing food sovereignty” in Latin America, with an initial investment of $49 million (Suggett, 2009, pars. 1-3). The same year, the ALBA Food Programme allocated $9 million for an agricultural project in Haiti which is the poorest country in Latin America, and also developed ten projects of $13 million in eight different Latin American countries (Marquez, 2009, par. 18). Conclusions In parallel with Katzenstein’s observations, the Latin American experience of regionalism illustrates the construction of new collective identities at the global level, as well as the re-affirmation and re-constitution of power of nation-states in world affairs. On the other hand, as opposed to Katzenstein’s arguments, the increasing importance of nation-states and regionalism does not pave the way for the consolidation of the U.S. hegemony but promotes a multidimensional understanding of regionalism which does not solely privileges the security and economic concerns in Latin America. As some proponents of the new regionalism school claim, the regionalization process as an outcome of the multipolarization of world affairs is rather a spontaneous and multidimensional phenomenon which promotes the “change” at the expense of the “neo-liberal stability”. In addition, as opposed to the old regionalism, the newly emerging regionalism does not correspond to a state-led and elitist process, but also includes social movements and promotes the plurality of identities as active elements of the new regionalization process.
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Therefore, it has been argued that among different versions of the new regionalism theory, Mittelman’s approach of transformative regionalism represents an efficient tool for not only grasping the Latin American reality as a whole, but also understanding the development of all these supra-individual identities, as well as the outcome of the relationships between them. Mittelman foresees the emergence of a new kind of regionalism which promotes a deep and bottom-upward socio-economic change within the society relying on an active cooperation between the social movements and states on the basis of an “alter-global” consensus. Therefore, the creation of PTAs, the ALBA Cultural Fond, the ALBA Houses, the Council of Social Movements, Grannacionales, TELESUR, the Bank of the South and UNISUR; each of these represents a particular instance of transformative regionalism in the continent. They all contribute to the process of inventing counter-hegemonic representations, creating a new common sense, propagating critical knowledge so as to challenge pre-given representations and the existing common-sense. In this respect, the case of the newly rising and regionalizing food sovereignty movements (the new food regime opposing the rule of transnationals) and of the regionalization of the mass education (the so-called HEFA governance regime opposing the knowledge hegemony of capitalism) is quite illuminating in terms of transformative regionalism.



Policy Recommendations for Transformative Regionalism In this direction, based on Mittelman’s approach of “transformative regionalism”, one could draw several policy recommendations for a radical construction of new collective identities at the global level by linking national struggles through the formation of new regional identities. In the post-Cold War period, the rise of neo-liberalism fostered the increasing importance of identity politics in a paradoxical context which tends to centralize the wealth and power and to empower capital and the markets, while, on the other hand, impoverishing and fragmenting the subaltern classes. As observed in contemporary Latin America, transformative regionalism aims at forming a close alliance of strong states and vibrant civil societies for the democratic transformation of the top-down structure of neo-liberalism. This transformation necessitates the elaboration of an alternative and counter-hegemonic form of cultural resistance through the reinvention of the interactions between production and identity on the basis of a new conception of regionalism and democratic representation. Transformative regionalism does not rest on old regionalism’s conventional tools limited to the economic integration and security concerns, but it also creates its own tools of socio-cultural inclusion and representation. However, since the process of identity formation under neo-liberalism depends upon an undemocratic and authoritarian structure which tends to subordinate the subaltern classes, some components of identities forged during the post-Cold War period could involve certain reactionary elements such as religious and ethnic fundamentalism. Thus, the role of transformative regionalism is not solely limited to the inclusion of all identities for their peaceful coexistence at all levels, but also consists of evolving the existing identity structures to form new collective identities on the basis of counterhegemony, hence the term “radical identity formation” as opposed to “authoritarian forms of identity formation”. In this manner, transformative regionalism constitutes a major tool in order to surpass the contradiction between local, national and global levels of identity formation, as well as to include and to empower the local identities in the project of “democratic globalization”.



A New Research Agenda for the Study of Transformative Regionalism On the other hand, this paper also attempted to indicate newly emerging research opportunities in regionalism and area studies, and to develop an alternative theoretical framework for future
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researches, besides contributing to the formulation of new policy alternatives to neo-liberal forms of identity formation. The paper suggested going beyond the conventional understanding of regionalism, and focusing on understanding the current process of regionalization and its existing challenges such as the role of the social movements, the increasing significance of identity politics and the transformative capacity of the existing social agencies. Most of previous research efforts on the new Latin American regionalism are limited so far to general inquiries, hence the continuing need for more specific research projects which would rely upon case studies and field researches. In terms of the transformative regionalism approach, the real challenge for future researches consists of displaying the implications of the involvement of social movements in the counter-hegemonic alter-regionalization processes and radical identity formations. More specifically, this paper suggests that initial research projects dealing with the paradigm of transformative regionalism could start with the problematics below which occupies the actuality of Latin American politics: the impact of transnational food sovereignty movements on the radical identity formation in the context of ALBA, i.e. the development of a radicalized peasant identity in Latin America, and the role of a regionalized mass education in the radical identity formation of the region. References 1.
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